102nd St, 47th Ave, Nicolls Ave
2018 Pedestrian Access Improvements

Background
- Request from Assemblymember Moya for pedestrian safety improvements
- In a Vision Zero Priority Area
- Calm streets with no history of speeding

Location
- Five leg intersection creates irregular geometry and long crossings
- Significant pedestrian volumes with no marked crossings
- Q58 bus route on Corona Ave and neighborhood commercial hub on 104th St are large pedestrian generators

Improvements
- Ban left turn from 47th Ave onto eastbound Nicolls Ave
- Install painted curb extension at 47th Ave and Nicolls Ave
- Install Enhanced Crossings across 102nd St at Nicolls Ave and 47th Ave
- Mark crosswalks at the existing stop controls on Nicolls Ave and 47th Ave

Benefits
- Safer, shorter pedestrian crossing
- Reduce turning conflicts

Before Conditions: Looking north on 102nd St